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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Congratulations! By now most everyone has wrapped up 
the 2020 construction season, and has done so with 
plenty of adjustment as it progressed. I suppose everyone 
is hoping for a more normal 2021 construction season.

Of course, it won’t be completely normal. I trust you had an 
opportunity to attend the Oct. 8, webinar, Impact of the Pandemic 
on our Roads, a Local Perspective, in which we looked at how 
local agencies are responding to the pandemic.

WEBINARS SHARE INFO
The Oct. 8 event was one of a series of webinars recently under-
taken by FP2. In April we followed up our late-2019 webinar—The 
Damn Roads Need Fixing—with an update, The Damn Roads Still 
Need Fixing. And on Sept. 10 we presented Effective Advocacy in 
a Virtual World: FAST Act Re-authorization and Beyond. The latter 
webinar featured Laura Perrotta, president of the Highway Users 
Alliance, Lauren Orndorff, legislative aide to Sen. Jerry Moran 
(R-Kan.), and me (see image p 31).

See these and other archived webinars on our relaunched web 
site at http://fp2.org/webinars.

The Oct. 8 webinar presented different agencies’ operational 
status with COVID-19 as of early October, and how they are plan-
ning to progress in 2021.

Participants included:
• Brittany Kohler, legislative director, transportation and infra-

structure, National League of Cities
• Pat Kennedy, engineering manager, asset management, 

Department of Transportation and Infrastructure, City and 
County of Denver

• Dr. Angela Hager, engineering specialist, asset management, 
Department of Transportation and Infrastructure, City and 
County of Denver, and

• Jerry Dankbar, street maintenance superintendent, Department 
of Public Works-Street Maintenance, City of Roseville, Calif.
This webinar also is archived at fp2.org’s Webinars tab; I invite 

you to spend a few moments streaming their presentations and 
compare their observations with your own.

FAST ACT EXTENDED
Also, while this year we hoped for a complete, full surface trans-
portation reauthorization by Sept. 30, but didn’t get it, at least 
Congress extended the FAST Act a full year, so the agencies and 
industry don’t have to plan on a month-to-month basis.

As Congress will be deliberating the subject again after the 
election, including the eligibility of pavement preservation for 

federal funding, it remains important to educate our legislators to 
help them understand the incredible economic and environmental 
benefits pavement preservation offers to taxpayers.

Please write letters, but most important, invite your Congressmen 
to come visit your facilities or field construction sites, and meet your 
people. It’s the people of this industry that make the difference. 
See our guidelines at http://fp2.org/advocacy-for-preservation.

And of course, we hope the COVID-19 pandemic will be settled 
in early 2021 as well.

SORENSON WINNER
A quick word of congratulations to the Town of Lexington, Mass., 
for winning FP2’s James B. Sorenson Award for Excellence in 
Pavement Preservation for 2020.

They have a truly outstanding program, and I enjoyed the 
opportunity to present Town of Lexington personnel the award 
on the Lexington Battle Green, which is of course the location of 
the start of the Revolutionary War, where the “shot heard around 
the world” was fired.

If you haven’t already, you can view a presentation on 
Lexington’s program by John Livsey, town engineer, in an 
archived PPRA webinar, Stretching Budgets Further, Especially 
Now, at the RoadResource.org web site. View it at https://youtu.
be/0c4XcrAsH2I. Also see the article in p 10 in this issue.

I’M MOVING ON
It’s hard to believe this is my last President’s Message. The past 

two years have flown by, and I’m wondering where they went.
It has been my pleasure to serve the contributors to this organiza-

tion, and I thank you all for the opportunity to lead FP2. While we 
didn’t achieve everything I hoped for, we did make progress, and I 
will visit with the incoming president to keep the momentum going.

I’ve also come to understand even better how well-served FP2 

is with Jim Moulthrop as our executive director, and I enjoyed 
working with Jim and getting to know him better. I learned a great 
deal while filling this role and will apply these lessons-learned 
throughout the rest of my career.

Best wishes to all for the upcoming holidays and New Year!

BY SCOTT BERGKAMP
President, FP2 Inc.

Here’s to a ‘Normal’ Next Year!
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T he Town of Lexington, Mass., 
has been honored with FP2’s 
James B. Sorenson Award 
for Excellence in Pavement 

Preservation for 2020.
The award was presented in October 

at Lexington Battle Green to John Livsey, 
P.E., town engineer, by FP2 President 
Scott Bergkamp. Lexington Green was 
site of the first armed confrontation of the 
Revolutionary War, where the “shot heard 
around the world” was fired.

Lexington was nominated for the 
award by indus, formerly Sealcoating, 
Inc., of Braintree, Mass., in partner-
ship with Lexington. Earlier, its pro-
gram was the cover story of Pavement 

Town of Lexington Preservation Success
Merits FP2 Sorenson Award for Excellence

HOW FP2 WORKS FOR YOU

Preservation Journal ’s Winter 2018 
issue (see Lexington Gives Cape ‘Seal of 
Approval’, pp 32-33, online at https://fp2.
org/pavement-preservation-journal/.

Superior pavement preservation pro-
grams are recognized by FP2 Inc.’s 
Sorenson Award. The Sorenson Award 
is presented by FP2 to recognize superior 
pavement preservation practice, usually to 
a city, township, county or state agency. 
The deadline for entries for the year 2021 
is July 1, 2021.

“The application submitted was judged 
to be exceptional and indicated the com-
mitment that the town and its staff have 
made in keeping good roads good, and 
engaging the traveling public in Lexington 

with the benefits of their program,” said 
FP2 executive director Jim Moulthrop, P.E. 
“Their activities to make constituents aware 
of the benefits to be accrued using preser-
vation are to be commended.”

“If you have less money, if your bud-
get is being cut—or even just not being 
increased—it’s the best time to perform 
preservation,” Lexington’s Livsey said. “The 
less you have, the more critical it is to really 
stretch your dollars and make sure that 
the better condition roads just do not slip.”

MEETS FOUR CRITERIA
The Town of Lexington met all four of four 
criteria for an award-winning program, the 
award committee decided.

At Sorenson awards luncheon Oct. 14 are, from left, Trish Malatesta, Town of Lexington engineering aide; Wayne Medlin, engineering inspector; 
Scott Bergkamp, president, FP2 Inc.; Matt Weisman, senior civil engineer; John Livsey, town engineer; Mike Sprague, senior civil engineer; and  
Chris Lanigan, highway crew chief
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1. Acceptance of the pavement 
preservation concept by elected 
officials, general public, employees and 
industry (40 percent award weighting). 
Elected officials in Lexington have 
wholeheartedly accepted town engineer 
Livsey’s pavement preservation program 
as the best long-term strategy for cost-
effectively providing residents with 
good roads, the nominators say.

Starting with a network pavement condi-
tion index (PCI) of only 68 ten years ago, 
the town’s Board of Selectmen accepted 
the engineering department’s goal of an 
average PCI in the mid-‘80s. Since then the 
town’s Capital Expenditures Committee has 
supported the program and its proposed 
budget every year.

With the number of resident complaints 
going down and the number of “thank 
you” emails going up, Lexington leaders 
are pleased with the growing public sup-
port and appreciation for their pavement 
management efforts. Internally, town 
employees have also embraced pavement 
preservation as the new and right way to 
responsibly manage the community’s most 
valuable physical asset.
2. Demonstration of the preservation 

principles by using the Right Treatment, 
on the Right Road, at the Right Time 
(20 percent weighting). Ten years 
ago, prior to implementing its robust 
pavement preservation initiative, the 
Lexington annual work program was 
like many others in New England and 
utilized just three primary treatments.

Most funding was spent doing hot mix 
asphalt (HMA) mill-and-fill, and full depth 
reclamation (FDR), and any remaining funds 
were used for crack sealing. Today, with 
the adoption of a more optimized pavement 
preservation approach, Lexington utilizes 
as many as eight different treatments, each 
appropriate at different points in time as an 
asphalt pavement deteriorates.

These treatments include crack seal, fog 
seals and rejuvenators, micro surfacing, 
cape seals, 1.5- to 2-in. HMA “Thinlays,” 
HMA mill-and-fill, cold in-place recycling 
(CIR), and FDR, with a heavy emphasis on 
top-of-the-curve preventive maintenance.

To utilize each of these repair and main-
tenance tools effectively, Lexington is com-
mitted to keeping the data in its pavement 
management system live and up-to-date. 
The current condition rating of every road 

In 2018 in Town of Lexington, Sealcoating, Inc. (now indus) places slurry surfacing atop chip seal on 
Town of Lexington street; see article Winter 2018 issue, pp 32-33

Lexington, Mass., Town Engineer John Livsey, P.E., and FP2 President Scott Bergkamp, with 2020 
James B. Sorenson Award for Excellence in Pavement Preservation, at Lexington Battle Green, 
where on the morning of April 19, 1775, ‘the first blood was spilt in the dispute with Great Britain,’ 
as Gen. George Washington wrote in his diary. Eight colonist militia men died in the exchange with 
British regulars, which launched the American War of Independence (1775-1783); Henry H. Kitson’s 
Minuteman Statue was erected in 1900, to memorialize the Lexington Minutemen, and remains of the 
fallen rest beneath the nearby, older Revolutionary Monument placed in 1799
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user delays during treatment 
appl icat ions, and decreased 
frequency of reconstruction and 
major rehabilitation or reconstruction 
(30 percent weighting).

Reducing user delays is paramount to 
public acceptance of pavement preserva-
tion treatments, and Lexington is unique 
in that it goes to extraordinary measures 
to achieve this goal.

Aside from some of the communication 
techniques described above, other mea-
sures include performing treatments in 
school zones at night whenever schools 
are in session, and using its Twitter feed 
to provide updated construction schedules 
and detour maps to affected motorists.

The real uniqueness of the Lexington 
program, though, is the astounding suc-
cess it’s achieved in a relatively short 
amount of time. Some of the documented 
tangible benefits of their commitment to 
pavement preservation have been:
• Adding net gains of new service life 

to Lexington’s network in each of the 
past four years.

• Decreasing the network backlog of all 
required repairs from a high of $20.35 
million in 2012 to $7.25 million in 2020.

• Increasing the average network con-
dition rating from a PCI of 68 in 2010 
to an RSR of 85 in 2020 (Lexington’s 
original pavement management con-
sultant used a PCI rating system and 
their current consultant uses a Road 
Surface Rating [RSR] system, which 
generally is comparable to PCI).

• Reducing the percentage of poorer 
condition roads requiring major rehabil-
itation or reconstruction from 39 percent 
of the network in 2010 to only 15 percent 
in 2020.
Having accomplished its goal of 10 years 

ago of reaching an average network PCI in 
the mid-‘80s, Lexington has determined 
it could cut its annual pavement manage-
ment budget by about $1.2 million and 
still retain this high average PCI by sim-
ply practicing pavement preservation and 
staying focused on keeping good roads in 
good condition.

But with residents overwhelmingly sup-
portive of the road program, and excited 
about the progress made, town leaders 
have opted to keep the current budget 
steady and continue to improve their aver-
age condition rating. 

In the field, Lexington Town Engineer John Livsey, P.E., stands at threshold of fog seal to rear, and 
double micro surfacing (“cape” seal) in the foreground

segment is estimated annually, including the 
severity and extent of pavement distresses.

The pavement management program 
matches the most suitable treatment 
strategy to each road segment based on 
these condition ratings, and the engineer-
ing staff then works with local trusted 
contractors to confirm and fine-tune the 
software’s recommended treatment solu-
tion for each road.
3. Use of communication techniques 

to keep the public notified about 
upcoming preservation road work in 
the area (10 percent weighting).

Of the more than 200 road owner agen-
cies indus works for each year, Lexington’s 
public notification process is by far the 
most comprehensive, and it’s a big part of 
why their pavement preservation program 

has been so successful and accepted by 
the community.

Lexington’s outreach program answers 
not only the “where” and “when” ques-
tions residents want to know to minimize 
the construction inconvenience, but also 
answers the “what” and “why” questions 
people often have when they see different, 
non-traditional paving methods being used.

At the start of each construction season, 
residents with property abutting every road 
being improved receive a letter and a map 
detailing all the treatments the town has 
planned for that year.
4. Uniqueness of the program, 

including documenting tangible 
benefits such as increased useable 
life of the pavement, new concepts 
or applications employed, reduced 
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Prior to 1900, only 4 percent of 
roads in the United States were 
paved. With the development 
of automobiles, and especially 

with the development of relatively low-
cost automobiles using modern assembly 
line techniques, the number of vehicles 
increased rapidly and, with it, the demand 
for paved roads.

The end of WWII saw increased indus-
trialization and a growth in both popu-
lation and urbanization. These changes 
increased public demand for paved roads. 
In 1956, a major highway bill called for 
construction of a four-lane interstate sys-
tem, for which 90 percent federal-match 
funding would be available.

During the system expansion era, exist-
ing roads were allowed to deteriorate to 
poor condition before remedial actions 
were taken. This approach, called “worst 
first,” is a philosophy that continued for 
many decades.

Today there are about 8.3 million lane 
miles of public roads in the United States. 
Only 3 percent of the road system is owned 
and operated by the federal government; 
19 percent is state-owned and main-
tained; and 78 percent is owned by local 
and municipal governments. About 76 
percent of those lane miles are two-lane 
rural highways.

Federal legislation in 1991 made system 
preservation and proactive maintenance 
eligible for federal funding. In 1992, FHWA 
created the initial Expert Task Group on 
Pavement Preservation. Industry created 
the Foundation for Pavement Preservation, 
later FP2 Inc., to provide advocacy for pres-
ervation funding and to further preserva-
tion use by agencies at all levels.

Industry and FHWA pooled resources 
to create a series of National Highway 
Institute (NHI) courses on pavement pres-
ervation. States which led the way in 
pavement preservation include California, 
Georgia, Michigan, New York and Texas.

BY JUDITH CORLEY-LAY, TRAVIS WALBECK, RICH ROGERS AND TODD THOMAS

TRB Retrospective: Pavement Preservation
Sustains Roadways at Minimal Cost

The United States is in a period of 
system maintenance and preservation. 
With reduced budgets and workforces 
and a large system to maintain, it is 
critical that roads remain in good condi-
tion as long as possible to avoid much 
costlier reconstruction and rehabilita-
tion. Keeping Good Roads Good is the 
mantra for use of efficient and effective 
preservation treatments.

With pavement preservation programs 
having a history of only about 30 years 
in the United States, the TRB Pavement 
Preservation Committee (AHD18) is a 
young committee. It began as the Task 
Force on Roadway Pavement Preservation 
and was elevated to full committee 
status as the Committee on Pavement 
Preservation in July 2008.

While there is some overlap, and 
certainly common concerns, between 
Pavement Maintenance and Pavement 
Preservation, the respective committees 
are differentiated by pavement preserva-
tion being a pro-active program of work, 
and maintenance being reactive work to 
keep the road in safe condition.

WEBINARS AND WORKSHOPS
Pavement preservation extends pavement 
service life, while reactive maintenance is 
not meant to. Because pavement preserva-
tion practice is not universally adopted, 
much of the committee’s focus has been 
on providing training and education via 
webinars and workshops.

Recent webinar topics have included 
Results of Research in Concrete Pavement 
Preservation, Results of Research 
in Flexible Pavement Preservation, 
Consideration of Pavement Preservation 
in the Design Process, Building Better 

Micro Surfacing, and Using Crack Sealing 
to Reach Performance Goals.

Another webinar is under development 
on Performance Curves for Pavement 
Preservation Treatments and will include a 
presentation by the PI from NCHRP Report 
858: Quantifying the Effects of Pavement 
Preservation on Pavement Performance.

Two recent workshops addressed 
Including Pavement Preservation in 
Academic Settings and Building Better 
Chip Seals. The workshop on Including 
Pavement Preservation in Academic 
Settings had speakers addressing inclu-
sion of classroom material on preservation, 
a class project on preservation, laboratory 
studies, and field projects as part of spon-
sored research. All stressed the value to the 
students in learning preservation concepts.

The workshop on Building Better Chip 
Seals included results of recent research 
on performance-based specifications for 
preservation treatments, issues in achiev-
ing uniformity in emulsion and aggregate 
application rates, and best practices to 
achieve quality.

STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION
One of the strengths of the committee is 
the willingness of its members and friends 
to participate in committee activities. 
An example of this is their involvement 
in the upcoming webinar on Building 
Better Micro Surfacing. The introduction, 
including a description of the process of 
micro surfacing, will be presented by 
Dr. Andrew Braham, a committee aca-
demic member (see his perspective on 
educating students in this issue’s Profiles 
in Preservation department, p 37).

Construction tips and best practices 
will be presented by Tim Harrawood, a 

The Transportation Research Board celebrated its centennial year in November. As part 
of the celebration, TRB requested that its committees write a centennial paper outlining 
the committee’s history and vision for the future. This article is taken from the centennial 
paper prepared by the Committee on Pavement Preservation, AHD18.
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contractor with Vance Brothers, a friend 
of the committee, and a director of FP2. An 
agency’s experience in improving their 
micro surfacing quality following a project 
failure will be presented by Greg Garner, 
pavement preservation engineer from the 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and 
friend of the committee.

In 2018, FHWA funded an effort to update 
the Pavement Preservation Research 
Roadmap (see Updated, Revised Roadmap 
Will Guide Future Pavement Preservation 
Research, Spring 2020, pp 14-17). This 
work is being accomplished under 
“umbrella” topics that include:
• Asset Management, Pavement 

Management and Pavement Preservation
• Treatment Design
• Materials
• Treatment Application and Contracting
• Performance, and
• Benefits.

These Roadmap conference calls 
included invitees from the AASHTO TSP•2 

partnerships, private sector industry, the 
TRB Committee on Pavement Preservation, 
consultants, FHWA, and the FHWA 
Pavement Preservation Expert Task Group.

The result of each conference call was 
a list of identified needs and informa-
tion regarding ongoing work that fits 
in the topic area. All of the conference 
calls have been completed and the next 
step will be to organize the topics, draft 
abbreviated research needs statements, 
prioritize the needs, and compile the 
updated roadmap.

HOT TOPICS
While many state agencies report use of 
preservation treatments, those treatments 
are frequently applied to roads in poor 
condition. This results in shortened per-
formance of the treatment and reduces 
the willingness of the agency to use the 
treatment. This is an issue in treatment 
design (project selection) as well as in 
asset management (planning).

Another issue in the practice of pave-
ment preservation is the lag time between 
the visual evaluation of the pavement and 
the treatment placement. If an agency con-
ducts annual distress surveys, by the time 
the data are analyzed, the distress is iden-
tified, a program of treatments is set up, 
contracts are developed and projects are 
let, one or two years after the distress met 
the trigger criterion may elapse. During 
this time, distress becomes worse and 
the treatment based on the distress may 
not be suitable.

Preservation treatments are thin treat-
ments that can be sensitive to weather 
conditions during placement. Failures 
of treatments have occurred when work 
proceeds in weather conditions that do 
not meet the specifications. This issue 
is related to treatment application and 
contracting, and requires that both con-
tractor personnel and inspectors under-
stand the importance of following the 
weather limitations.

Then-chair and article author Judith Corley-Lay (at left in striped blouse) leads January 2018 Transportation Research Board (TRB) Standing Committee 
on Pavement Preservation meeting; in foreground are then-FP2 president Rod Birdsall, P.E., All States Materials Group (left), and FP2 executive director 
Jim Moulthrop, P.E. (right)
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In the past, the vast majority of preser-
vation treatments, especially chip seals, 
were self-performed by state agencies. 
With the reduction in field forces, much of 
the preservation work is now contracted. 
As a result of this and due to turnover, 
there has been a significant reduction in 
expertise within agencies.

Inspectors within agencies are fre-
quently trained and certified for asphalt 
and concrete, but not for preservation. 
Outsourcing has led many contractors to 
enter the field of preservation, often with-
out experienced field crews. Training and 
certification is one approach to ensure 
contractor crews and inspectors have the 
knowledge needed to produce high qual-
ity, successful projects.

LOCAL ROADS THREATENED
More than half of the paved road net-
work in the United States is owned 

and maintained by local governments, 
counties or municipalities. Many of these 
organizations have significant funding 
challenges and must maintain their net-
works on a shoestring budget. Rarely 
can a local agency afford to send staff to 
training on preservation alone. In addi-
tion, they often depend on consultants to 
provide their engineering designs. These 
consultants may be more knowledge-
able about providing an asphalt overlay, 
than in providing a chip seal, cape seal, 
slurry seal or other preservation treat-
ment. This is an educational challenge, 
requiring more outreach to local agencies 
and consultants, and more training in 
preservation techniques.

The challenge of providing preser-
vation in urban environments includes 
issues with heavy traffic, utilities, use 
of curb and gutter that limits paving 
choices, presence of storm drains, and 

issues in traffic control to allow the con-
tractor to build the job without adversely 
affecting businesses. These challenges 
impact not only pavement preservation 
treatments, but also rehabilitation or 
reconstruction projects.

Some preservation treatments, includ-
ing chip seals and scrub seals, face chal-
lenges in the urban environment, while 
crack treatments and micro surfacing 
are an easier fit. Treatments that allow 
easy pavement marking, or that allow 
existing pavement markings to remain in 
place, are desirable. This is a topic area 
where research may provide some options 
and opportunities.

Public education remains one of the 
biggest challenges for pavement preser-
vation. Everyone involved in preservation 
has heard (many times), “Why are you 
treating that good road, when my road 
is much worse?” We make all the right 
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TRB has spearheaded pavement preservation research for years; here a scrub seal preserves suburban street in southern California
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analogies: you don’t wait until there is a 
hole in your roof to put on new shingles; 
you change the oil in your car at 5,000 
miles so you don’t have to replace your 
engine. The public may hear these analo-
gies but still complain about the choices 
made by the agency if they don’t meet 
the citizen’s personal expectations. This 
challenge falls in the benefits topic area.

PRESERVATION TRENDS
Trends suggest increased travel and freight 
movement on the national road system into 
the next several decades. Given the already 
limited budgets, expansion of the road net-
work is not likely to be sufficient for the 
growth in traffic; congestion and travel 
reliability will be significant problems. It 
will be imperative that agencies at all lev-
els adopt and properly practice pavement 
preservation to delay time-consuming and 
costly rehabilitation and reconstruction.

Many vehicles are equipped with cam-
eras and detection technology to mini-
mize backing accidents, adjust speed to 
match other vehicles in the same lane and 
reduce accidents caused by drifting into 

another lane when a vehicle is present. 
Some of these technologies depend on 
lane markings for the baseline of vehicle 
travel. As more and more vehicles are 
equipped with this technology, the public 
will depend on its use, making restora-
tion of striping an important component 
of preservation treatments.

Technology also impacts pavement dis-
tress determination. Almost one-third of 
state agencies are using automated dis-
tress data collection. Three-dimensional 
imaging with high-resolution cameras is 
making digital crack detection and quan-
tification common. It may be possible to 
use 3D imaging to determine the pave-
ment surface texture and estimate friction 
characteristics.

Mobile communications are already 
changing work in the field. The check-
list mobile applications for EDC-4 will 
update hand-held technology for inspec-
tors, which have been available, but not 
widely used, for four years.

Funding will continue to be an issue. 
The Highway Trust Fund is almost empty, 
and no method of restoring it has gained 

national political traction. Funding will 
be even more problematic for local agen-
cies and municipalities. Their budgets for 
infrastructure (roads and bridges) are sig-
nificantly underfunded.

Thus citizens need to be made aware 
of the lower cost of various pavement 
treatments, including the total cost for 
whatever system is being considered and 
the cost savings associated with a pro-
gram of pavement preservation. Users of 
roadways need to accept and embrace 
preservation treatments, and maintain 
funding for it.

CHAMPIONS FOR PRESERVATION
We are seeking a new generation of cham-
pions for preservation. The initial deploy-
ment of preservation demonstrated that 
successful agencies had a champion; a 
person that would stand up for preserva-
tion in the face of efforts to divert funds 
to other needs.

But once a champion retires or is moved 
to another position in the agency, a new 
champion is needed. We are near the end 
of a generational shift in state agencies 
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with the retirement of the baby boom-
ers. Their replacements need to be both 
empowered and encouraged until pave-
ment preservation is part of the agency 
culture. Newer generations of Millennials 
and Gen Xers typically embrace sustain-
ability, and need to be educated and 
energized to continue environmentally 
sustainable preservation efforts.

Asset management will expand its 
application in transportation agencies. 
Pavement management began with devel-
opment of a road inventory, and then 
expanded to include pavement condition 
monitoring, pavement deterioration mod-
eling, decision trees, and other analyses.

Asset management will assist agencies 
in managing pavement, bridges, light-
ing, facilities, retaining walls, pipes, 
and other infrastructure. Once tied to 
the financial planning and program-
ming parts of agency decision-making, 
asset management will become part of 
the agency structure.

Pavement preservation allows agen-
cies to maintain their road system at a 
lower cost, which assists the overall asset 
management effort. Pavement preserva-
tion should be integrated into a pavement 
management system, to encourage data-
driven decision making and estimation of 
conditions for various levels of funding.

We have already learned that our out-
reach efforts are most effective when 
we include the perspectives of agencies, 
industry and academia. We should seek 
ways to improve implementation of new 
techniques, processes and products. 

We have heard from industry that they 
currently have to take a new product to 
each state department of transportation. 
Each has a “new products” process that the 
vendor must satisfy. It frequently involves 
building one or more “trials” in each state. 
That’s 50 implementations (actually 52 
if you count Washington D.C. and Puerto 
Rico)! It’s not hard to see that this cumber-
some process is both costly and inefficient. 
If we want to encourage development and 
implementation of new materials, we must 
discuss this issue freely and be open to 
alternatives. Could regional trials replace 
the current approach?

Environmental sustainability will 
become a “front and center” topic in the 
future and many would say that the future 

is now. It is difficult, if not impossible, to 
open new aggregate quarries in many 
locations. Liquid asphalt is a product of 
petroleum distillation. More and more 
of the petroleum is being converted into 
gasoline, resulting in less, and lower qual-
ity, asphalt.

Compared to reconstruction, most pres-
ervation treatments reduce raw mate-
rials use, both aggregate and asphalt, 
and are increasingly using recycled 
materials. New materials, like bio-based 

binders, are entering the material stream. 
Approaches to quantify the sustainability 
of preservation will provide an additional 
benefit to agencies and their taxpay-
ing patrons. 

Corley-Lay is director, National Center for 
Pavement Preservation; Walbeck is with 
the National Center for Asphalt Technology 
(NCAT); Rich Rogers is with the Cement 
Council of Texas; and Todd Thomas is with 
Asphalt Materials, Inc.
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Speakers, Demos Released for NPPC21

Speakers and a slate of field demonstrations have 
been released for the upcoming National Pavement 
Preservation Conference this May.

A matrix of meetings and presentation topics already 
has been announced (see accompanying chart). Now important 
experts and figures in pavement preservation have been lined 
up to execute that program, making this spring’s NPPC21 the 
most important event in pavement preservation for the year.

The theme of NPPC21 is Pavement Preservation: Making the 
Right Choices. The conference will be held at the J.W. Marriott 
Hotel in downtown Indianapolis from Monday, May 17, to noon 
Thursday, May 20, 2021.

This conference builds on the successes of the previous 
National Pavement Preservation Conferences held in Nashville in 
2012 and 2016, and the 1st International Pavement Preservation 
Conference in Newport Beach, Calif., in 2010.

Those events gave state, provincial and local agency profession-
als across North America an opportunity to hear from experts in the 
preservation field and observe treatment demonstrations. During the 
upcoming event, leaders from the preservation industry, govern-
ment and academia will lend their perspectives about the how and 
why of protecting our roadway assets through timely preservation.

PLENARY SESSION SPEAKERS
Plenary Session speakers on Day 1 (Monday, May 17) will follow 
regional Pavement Preservation Partnership (PPP) opening meet-
ings, and will include keynote speaker Tom DeCoster, executive 
director, AASHTO National Transportation Leadership Institute.

Other plenary session speakers will include Joe McGuinness, 
commissioner, Indiana DOT; Tim Harrawood, Vance Brothers; 
Thomas Everett, executive director, FHWA (invited); 
George Conner, deputy director, Alabama DOT and AASHTO 
TSP∙2 chair; and Chris McGee, president, American Public Works 
Association (APWA) North Carolina.

Todd Kinney, president, National Association of County 
Engineers (NACE); Nichole Andre, Saskatchewan Highways & 
Infrastructure, and chair, Midwestern Pavement Preservation 
Partnership (PPP); Steve Koser, Pennsylvania DOT and chair, 
Northeast PPP; Kim Alexander, Washington State DOT and chair, 
Rocky Mountain West PPP; and Sam Wheeler, Georgia DOT and 
chair, Southeast PPP.

Buzz Powell, assistant director and senior research engineer, 
National Center for Asphalt Technology (NCAT); Jerry Geib, 
research operations engineer, Minnesota DOT; Randy West, 
director, NCAT; Todd Shields, statewide asset management 
engineer, Indiana DOT; Richard Turner, Charleston County, 
S.C.; Edric Kwan, Town of Moraga, Calif., and 2018 James B. 
Sorenson Award for Excellence in Pavement Preservation winner; 
Keith Mozee, City of Los Angeles, Calif.; and Carlos Braceras, 
executive director, Utah DOT and AASHTO president.

TECHNICAL SESSION SPEAKERS
A series of concurrent technical presentations will proceed on 
Day 3, Wednesday, May 19. 

Track 1: Treatments will cover
• Pavement Preservation Basics, with Jon Wilcoxson, Kentucky 

Transportation Cabinet, Mark Ishee, Ergon Asphalt & 
Emulsions, and Larry Scofield, International Grooving and 
Grinding Association

• Pavement Recycling, with John Rathbun, Cutler Repaving; 
Jason Wielinski, Heritage Research Group, and Steve Cross, 
Asphalt Recycling & Reclaiming Association

• Advancing Concrete Preservation, with Mike Nelson, Indiana 
DOT, John Donahue, Missouri DOT; and John Roberts, 
International Grooving and Grinding Association

• Advancing Technologies to Improve the Practice, with 
Scott Bergkamp, Bergkamp Inc.; Don Matthews, Pavement 
Recycling Systems, Inc., and Rex Eberly, Bergkamp Inc.
Track 2: Materials will cover

• Asphalt Emulsion Basics, with Chris Lubbers, Kraton Polymers, 
C.J. DuBois, Dow Inc., and Dr. Andrew Braham, University 
of Arkansas

• Use of Asphalt Emulsions, with Brian Pfeifer, Illinois DOT, 
Bob Staurgard, Asphalt Pavement & Recycling Technologies 
Inc., and Tanya Nash, Asphalt Testing Solutions & Engineering

• Safer Pavement Surfaces, with Andrea Latham, Keystone 
Engineering, Steve Carroll, Hog Technologies, and 
Fan Gu, NCAT

• New Approaches to Existing Materials and Methods, with 
Brian Diefenderfer, Virginia Transportation Research Council, 
Mike Anderson, Asphalt Institute, and Emin Kutay, Michigan 
State University.
Track 3: Managing Pavement Networks will cover

• Local Agency Programs with Aaron Gerber, Kercher Group, 
Katia Delgado, Polk County, Fla.; and Jerry Dankbar, City 
of Roseville, Calif.

• Pavement Condition Data Needed for Preservation, with 
Gonzalo Rada, Wood LLC, Kelvin Wang, Oklahoma State 
University, and James Tsai, Georgia Institute of Technology

• Pavement Management: Putting the Data to Work, with 
Charles Pilson, Kercher Group, Greg Garner, Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet, and Jerry Daleiden, Australian Road 
Research Board Group Inc.

• Sustainability Case Studies, with Heather Dylla, Federal 
Highway Administration; Susan Tighe, University of Waterloo, 
and Ben Bowers, Auburn University.
Track 4: Training will cover

• Workforce Development, with Richard Willis, National 
Asphalt Pavement Association, Karen Bobo, Federal Highway 
Administration, and Julie Davis, Association of Equipment 
Manufacturers
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• Training, Certification & Accreditation, 
with Gordy Bruhn, Minnesota DOT, 
Neal Galehouse, National Center for 
Pavement Preservation, and Ben Sade, 
AASHTO Resource

• Improving the State of Practice, with 
Travis Walbeck, NCAT, Colin Franco, 
Rhode Island DOT, and Larry Tomkins, 
Ergon Asphalt & Emulsions.

• Building Successful Training Programs, 
with Chuck Ingram, International 
Slurry Surfacing Associat ion, 
Chad Shive, Kentucky Transportation 
Cabinet, and Gary Hicks, City/County 
Pavement Improvement Center of the 
California Pavement Preservation 
Center, Chico, Calif.

FIELD DEMONSTRATIONS
Live and static field demonstrations will be 
held Day 2, Tuesday, May 18. These still 
are being set up but some confirmations 
of live events are available.

Live demos will include pavement 
texturing, by Skidabrader; rejuvenator 
treatments, by Pavement Technology, 
Inc.; micro surfacing, by Pavement 
Maintenance Systems, scrub seal, by 
Pavement Maintenance Systems; crack 
sealing, by Pavement Solutions; and 
partial-depth concrete repair and joint 
sealing, provider to be determined.

Static displays are planned, to include 
diamond grinding machine, dowel bar 
retrofit, full-depth concrete repair, cross-
stitching, slot-stitching, concrete surface 
sealing, truck-mount micro surfacing 
machine, and J-Band distributor, all pro-
viders TBD.

Additional pavement preservation 
themes planned for demo day include 
asphalt distributor, cold in-place recycling 
(CIR), a spray paver, scrub seal brooms, 
and cold milling.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Plan now to attend NPPC21 in Indianapolis 
May 17-20! For more information, visit 
http://nationalpavement2021.org. 
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In today’s virtual world, as more agencies are battling 
decreased budgets, being able to explain and advocate for 
your road network is more important than ever. That’s why 
the Pavement Preservation & Recycling Alliance (PPRA) 

has brought its annual Super User Training online, and made 
it available for association members and non-members alike.

In early November, Super Users from across the United States 
and Canada will gather in an online classroom to learn the ins-
and-outs of RoadResource.org.

Ever since the advent of the industry website, education has 
been a priority for the RoadResource and Synergy initiative. In 
addition to the Ahead of the Curve webinar series—which is 
designed to teach agencies about the primary building blocks of 
network optimization, pavement preservation and recycling—the 
strategists behind the RoadResource.org website have been hard 
at work equipping industry and agencies with tools to “spread 
the word” about these important topics, and the free resources 
on the site. So began Super User Training.

TRAIN-THE-TRAINER
This educational session follows a sort of “train the trainer” 
format, designed to equip industry champions to teach others 
how to use the tools on the website. After all, what is a better 
way to sell a Ferrari than to hand over the keys to a prospec-
tive buyer?

HOW FP2 WORKS FOR YOU

RoadResource.org Super Users 
Get ‘Ahead of the Curve’
BY GRACE STANSBERY

“The thought first came about when we were working to pro-
mote RoadResource.org as a tool for salespeople in the industry,” 
says International Slurry Surfacing Association president Larry 
Tomkins, P.E., southeast region vice president, Ergon Asphalt & 
Emulsions Inc.

“We knew people such as contractors, suppliers, manufacturers 
would need to be intimately familiar with the calculators and 
reference material to feel comfortable ‘sending their customers 
loose’ on the website,” Tomkins says. “Turns out, that in-depth 
understanding of the site and confidence in referring customers 
to use it has really paid off for members of our first two Super 
User classes.”

Being well versed in the website’s tools and calculators allows 
salespeople and contractors to act as impartial industry experts 
for their customers, without seeming too self-serving. This impar-
tiality, combined with technical expertise, is a key building block 
to advancing treatments; especially in an industry that is built 
upon the premise of recommending the age-old “right treatment, 
on the right road, at the right time.”

PROVIDING THE TOOLS
It’s critical to provide tools to customers that help agencies and 
decision-makers explore and understand the full suite of infor-
mation available to them, rather than the treatment-specific 
information on just one vendor’s website.

Photo from March 2019 Super User Training: This first class of Super Users met in St. Louis for a full-day training session; This year, Super User Training is 
hosted virtually, with participants across the United States and Canada
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“By equipping your customer with information and calculators 
to measure their own decisions, you’re laying the groundwork 
for recycling and preservation treatments for years to come,” 
Tomkins says. “Super Users get everything they need to feel 
comfortable sharing the tool with a customer.”

During the training, Super Users work from a participant manual 
to build and execute complex network-level problems, including 
Remaining Service Life, Cost Benefit Value, and Life Cycle Cost.

“For many in the industry, the Super User Training is the first 
time they’re actually calculating important asset management 
and network-level figures,” Tomkins said. “It’s been helpful 
for our people to really understand the tricky budget demands 
agencies are dealing with.”

PPRA plans to continue hosting Super User Training, to equip 
both industry and agency. Of course, for the time being, the 
format will be virtual with participants calling in from around 

North America via Zoom. The virtual format offers added value to 
interested government agencies who may be less likely to travel 
for learning and development opportunities.

If you or anyone from your organization is interested in attend-
ing the next Super User training (dates to be announced in 2021), 
make sure to add your name and contact information to the list 
here: bit.ly/SuperUser2021 

Stansbery is account executive with Vario Marketing, St. Louis

The Super User Workbook is designed to help 
participants understand the complex tools on the 
site, and provides examples for further development 
and demonstrations after the training. This year, 
participants will receive a digital version, to print and 
use on their own
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Sixteen sections were con-
structed on Aug. 20-22, 2019 as 
part of a partnership between 
City of Otsego, Minn., City of 

Albertville, Minn., and MnROAD, as part of 
the MnROAD/NCAT pavement preservation 
performance study.

Additional details are available at www.
dot.state.mn.us/mnroad/ncat-partnership/
pavement-preservation/index.html.

Primary sources of local traffic are 
residential developments along the north 
project boundary, and commercial activ-
ity from the west edge project boundary 
with ready mix concrete hauling and semi-
trailer supply.

Prior to construction the existing pave-
ment was in poor condition and had 
approximately 4-in. of bituminous surface 
above granular base (see Table 1).

The research layout included 16 test 
sections, each 500-ft.-long, separated by 
50-ft. transition zones. The sections can 
be grouped into four categories:
• Seven sections of 1-in. Thinlay above 

4-in. existing pavement (control section).
• Two sections of 1-in. Thinlay above 

X-in. mill-overlay above existing 

HOW FP2 WORKS FOR YOU

Performance of Recycled Test 
Sections after One Year
BY EDDIE JOHNSON, PAUL NOLAN, MICHAEL VRTIS, AND JERRY GEIB

On Sept. 27, 2019, a post-construction 
measurement was collected on all sec-
tions (7001 through 7008). The IRIs of 
all the individual sections were below 
90 in/mi. Eastbound average IRI was 
78.0 in/mi., and westbound average IRI 
was 74.5 in/mi.

Cracking. On May 28, 2020, a crack 
mapping survey was conducted from the 
shoulder without benefit of traffic control. 
The observation conditions (partly cloudy 
sky and dry road) were adequate for view-
ing of cracks.

Crack position and longitudinal length 
was determined with a measuring wheel, 
and transverse length was estimated. A 
map was developed for each cell.

On May 28, 2020, five sections remained 
free of cracks: Thinlay over CCPR-emulsion, 
Thinlay over 3-in. overlay, Thinlay over 
2-in. overlay, and two cases using Thinlay 
over CCPR-foam.

Data in Table 1 show an increase in 
longitudinal and transverse cracking 
occurred during the first five months of 
2020. Severity level remained LOW except 
for a single MED 12-ft. transverse crack.

On Jan. 3, 2020, no cracking was 
observed in sections built using CIR, 

CCPR, and mill-overlay tech-
niques. Transverse cracking was 
observed in the SFDR sections. 
Transverse and longitudinal 
cracking was observed in the 
Thinlay control sections.

MnDOT and NCAT will continue 
to monitor the performance of 
these northern recycle sections 
constructed in 2019. Please con-
tinue to follow the performance 
updates of all the pavement treat-
ments completed through the 
NCAT-MnROAD partnership. 

Authors Johnson, Nolan, Vrtis 
and Geib are associated with 
MnDOT, Department of Materials 
and Road Research

  Total Longitudinal Total Transverse 
 1/3/2020 5/28/2020 1/3/2020 5/28/2020  

Section Treatment Count Length, Ft Count Length, Ft Count Length, Ft Count Length, Ft Remarks 

7001E 
SFDR - 

Emulsion 0 0 1 68 9 86 34 211 
 

7002E SFDR-Foam 0 0 0 0 16 110 29 220  

7003E CIR-Foam 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 9  

7004E CIR-Emulsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 9 Rutting outside of fog line. 70% 

7005E 
CCRP- 

Emulsion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rutting outside of fog line. 100% 

7006E 
3” 

Mill/Overlay 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 

7007E CCRP-Foam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rutting outside of fog line. 5% 
7008E Control 3 17 3 11 34 95 54 192  

7001W Control 6 98 17 270 30 156 70 403 
 

7002W Control 9 42 12 109 17 100 48 269 Look for future block crack 

 
7003W 

 
Control  

5 
 

21 
 

11 
 

57 
 

30 
 

146 
 

50 
 

280 

 

7004W Control 13 165 23 188 54 276 94 454  

7005W Control 0 0 2 4 28 110 66 259  

7006W 
2” 

Mill/Overlay 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 

7007W CCRP-Foam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

7008W Control 3 8 4 17 6 25 29 111  

 

pavement (mill-overlay depths were 
2-in. and 3-in.).

• Two sections of 1-in. Thinlay above 
7-in. stabilized full depth recycled base 
(stabilization done with either foam 
or emulsion).

• Five sections of 1-in. Thinlay above 3-in. 
cold in-place recycle (CIR) or cold central 
plant recycle (CCPR) above 1-in. existing 
pavement. Two CIR sections used foam 
or emulsion, and of three CCPR sections, 
two used foam and one used emulsion.

OBSERVATIONS
These observations will defer to mea-
surements conducted with Pathways 
survey equipment.

Current Condition and Ride Quality. 
Ride quality will be monitored with high-
speed laser profiling equipment and 
reported using the International Roughness 
Index (IRI). Installation of the sections 
resulted in much improved ride quality.

In October 2018, a profile measure-
ment was collected on Section 7001 
through 7005. Eastbound average IRI was 
365.5 in./mi., and the westbound average 
IRI was 304.5 in/mi.

TABLE 1: CRACKING HISTORY BY SECTION
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T he COVID-19 pandemic has without a doubt rocked 
Washington to its core, changed the 2020 agenda and 
altered, at least for the time being, the way business 
gets done.

Moving into 2020 there was some optimism that the White 
House and Congress were interested in a broad infrastructure 
bill which would include a long-term reauthorization of the 
highway bill.

There was widespread acknowledgement that a long-term 
highway reauthorization bill would support economic growth and 
would be a good bi-partisan “win” going into the November 2020 
elections in which the president, all members of the House of 
Representatives and a third of the Senate were up for re-election.

HOUSE, SENATE BILLS STALL
The Senate had drafted and moved a bi-partisan reauthorization 
bill out of Committee the year before, and the House marked up 
and passed a comprehensive thousand-page reauthorization bill 
as part of a larger infrastructure package…yet there was never 
enough agreement on the necessary elements of funding to get 
these bills over the finish line.

It’s unclear whether a reauthorization bill would have been 
signed into law if it had been “business as usual” in Washington, 
but we will never know because of the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, which drastically changed the trajectory for 2020 
in Washington.

FAST ACT EXTENDED
While much uncertainty still exists as of this writing with lack 
of agreement in Congress over whether another COVID-19 relief 
bill is needed, and funding of the government for fiscal year 2021 
pushed to mid-December, fortunately, at the end of September 
Congress did pass a one-year extension of the FAST Act at 2020 
funding levels through Sept. 30, 2021. This was supplemented 
with a $13.6 billion transfer from the general fund of the treasury 
to the Highway Trust Fund.

Ensuring a one-year extension of the FAST Act during this 
period of uncertainty is critical and FP2, which had joined with 
AASHTO and 85 other organizations to urge Congress to pass 
the one-year extension with the $13.6 billion in additional 
funding, viewed this as an important outcome for the industry 
and the country.

HOW FP2 WORKS FOR YOU

COVID Quiets Reauthorization, 
FAST Act Extension Passes
BY TRACY TAYLOR

Wrapping up Sept. 10 webinar on advocacy in a virtual world are, clockwise from top, Lauren Orndorf, Scott Bergkamp and Laura Perrotta
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This much-needed certainty is critical as we continue to 
assess the impact of the pandemic on transportation revenue 
around the country. As gas tax revenues shriveled to a fraction 
of their usual level in March and April, public agencies began 
reassessing their budgets.

As of October, the American Road & Transportation Builders 
Association (ARTBA) reported “Nationwide, 18 states and 
25 localities have recently cancelled, or delayed transporta-
tion projects valued at $10.9 billion.” This despite the fact that 
according to the Federal Highway Administration, by October 
traffic had rebounded to about 90 percent of pre-pandemic levels 
bringing with it an increase in gas tax revenue.

As many of us sit at our home offices during Q4 of 2020, the 
question remains as to the long-term impact of the pandemic on 
our practices and behaviors, and how it will impact business, 
the transportation industry and pavement preservation moving 
forward. While the long-term answers to these questions are 
yet to be clear, in the short term, FP2 has pivoted to operating in 
a virtual world and has provided resources to members which 
should be helpful in operating through the virtual environment 
in Washington and beyond.

VIRTUAL ADVOCACY
In September, FP2 with PPRA hosted a widely attended webinar, 
Effective Advocacy in a Virtual World. The webinar featured FP2 

president Scott Bergkamp, Lauren Orndorf, legislative assis-
tant to Sen. Jerry Moran (R-Kan.), and Highway User Alliance 
president Laura Perrotta, who provided advice and useful tips 
on how to effectively advocate virtually.

Then, in October, FP2 and PPRA again teamed up to host a 
second webinar exploring the important issue of the impact of 
the virus on state and local transportation resources titled, Impact 
of the Pandemic on Our Roads: A Local Perspective.

This webinar featured presentations by Brittney Kohler, 
National League of Cities, Pat Kennedy and Dr. Angela Hager, 
City of Denver and Jerry Dankbar, City of Roseville, Calif. who 
discussed the impact of COVID at the local level and what is being 
done to prevent a significant set back to transportation infra-
structure. See both webinars archived at http://fp2.org/webinars.

The in-person and virtual work done on behalf of pavement 
preservation this year will pay off as the administration and 
the 117th Congress begin their important work in January. 
As of the inauguration, the FAST Act extension will expire in 
a little over eight months. Decrease in gas tax revenues as 
experienced this year should highlight the need to keep “good 
roads good” by encouraging and supporting sound pavement 
preservation practices. 

Taylor is principal at FP2’s legislative counsel, Alignment 
Government Strategies, Washington, D.C.
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In the 1960s, a typical bachelor’s 
degree in civil engineering required 
a minimum of around 152 credits. 
Over the years, however, this number 

has slowly decreased. Today, in 2020, at 
the University of Arkansas, 128 credits 
are required for a bachelor’s degree. This 
decrease in 24 credits represents eight 
fewer courses that are required, forcing 
departments to choose between requiring 
steel design or concrete design, or other 
essential courses. As you can well imag-
ine, this makes it difficult to spend time 
specifically on pavement preservation.

At the University of Arkansas, all under-
graduate civil engineering students are 
required to take two courses in under 
the “transportation” umbrella. The junior 
level course focuses on the systems side 
of transportation, including demand mod-
eling, traffic flow, signal timing, safety, 
along with other topics.

The senior level course, which I am for-
tunate enough to teach every fall semester, 
focuses on geometric design, drainage, 
pavement materials, and pavement struc-
tural design. University faculty gener-
ally have some general requirements for 
their courses, but within each individual 
course, they have a tremendous amount of 
freedom. Therefore, when I began teach-
ing the senior-level course, CVEG 4423, 
Transportation Infrastructure, I made it a 
priority to include pavement preservation.

PROFILES IN PRESERVATION

How to Excite and Educate  
College Students in Preservation
BY DR. ANDREW BRAHAM

USES ROADRESOURCE.ORG
In 2018, I was standing in the back of 
the AEMA/ARRA/ISSA annual meeting, 
listening to Lindsay Matush give a pre-
sentation about RoadResource.org. As 
she went through the presentation, the 
very first thing that came to mind was 
how well this website could be incor-
porated into the classroom. Students 
love interactive resources, and the four 
calculators provided a wealth of infor-
mation to explore the concepts behind 
pavement preservation.

There are four assignments related to 
the project over the semester, and in all, 
these four projects are 20 percent of their 
course grade. The class is split into groups 
of three, and each group is assigned one 
maintenance treatment and one rehabilita-
tion treatment. Each assignment uses one 
of the four calculators to compare these 
treatments, so students get a feel for the 
difference between maintenance and 
rehabilitation. In addition, each student 
explores a major mill-and-fill and complete 
remove and replace, two common rehabili-
tation treatments used by state agencies.

For the classroom project, actual Arkansas 
Department of Transportation (ARDOT) 
data is leveraged. Students use the roughly 
16,300 miles of freeways, multilane high-
ways and two-way roads of the network, 
along with ARDOT’s traffic and budget num-
bers. Since the class is split into groups, 
all of the treatments on RoadResource.org 
are explored, and after each assignment, I 
show the summary of the class’ findings. 
For example, the third assignment looks at 
the remaining service life, or RSL calculator, 
which provides the number of lane-mile 
years either gained or lost for each treatment 
from the Fall 2020 class (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

After the class completes the assignment, 
students can immediately see two things. 
First, as they each looked at one mainte-
nance and one rehabilitation treatment, 
along with the major mill-and-fill and 
remove and replace, they have a sense on 
how much more effective pavement main-
tenance is versus pavement rehabilitation. 
In addition, even though they only looked 
at these four treatments, they have a sense 
of the behavior for not only their treatment, 
but also all of the other treatments.

CLASSROOM LECTURES
Then, during the last week of the semes-
ter-long course, I talk about pavement 
preservation, pavement maintenance and 
pavement rehabilitation in the classroom. 
For these last two lectures, I am able to use 
the concept of a “flipped classroom.” Since 
the students already intuitively know 
about pavement preservation, pavement 
maintenance and pavement rehabilitation, 
I can quickly dig into the benefits of each 
treatment, and how using the treatments 
as a collection can leverage the highest 
benefits for an agency.
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70 million years in development.

50 years proven on roads like yours.

Reclamite® asphalt rejuvenator with Maltene Replacement Technology (MRT) 
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Engineering students learn about pavement preservation at University of Arkansas

Editor’s Note: This is the 15th of a continuing series of profiles of civil engineering 
students who are undertaking pavement preservation as a course of study. This issue 
Prof. Andrew Braham, P.E., University of Arkansas, who quarterbacks production of these 
student profiles, looks at how he teaches pavement preservation, excites students, and 
utilizes resources such as the essential RoadResource.org. We will profile another grad 
student in our Spring 2021 issue.
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One of the best pieces of feedback I have 
received from a student was a story he told 
of an interview. During the interview, the 
student was asked to talk about something 
innovative and outside of the box that he 
had learned in class. He asked the inter-
viewers to bring up RoadResource.org, 
and went on to spend the next 15 min-
utes walking the interviewers through the 
four calculators, explaining the benefits 
of pavement preservation. This is a dream 
interview! Instead of being asked ques-
tions, you are teaching something new to 
the people who might hire you.

In addition to the semester-long project, 
I also pull a significant amount of informa-
tion out of the “Treatment Toolbox” section 
of RoadResource.org.  There are three fea-
tures in particular for each treatment that 
I use: the expectations, the construction, 
and the photo gallery.

The expectation section is a key dis-
cussion point when discussing the “right 
treatment, on the right road, at the right 
time.”  We spend a lot of time examining 
the tables that link the existing pavement 
condition to the possible life extension of 
the treatment.  These tables clearly show 

that a more proactive approach to mainte-
nance will allow the treatments to perform 
at a higher level.  Again, since each group 
works with one maintenance treatment 
and one rehabilitation treatment over the 
semester, all of the students are able to 
recognize the trends of any treatment we 
are discussing.

The construction section, along with 
pulling videos from YouTube, allows stu-
dents to explore how these treatments 
are applied.  The students are always 
more impressed with the in-place recy-
cling treatments, such as Hot In-place 
Recycling, Cold In-place Recycling, and 
Full Depth Reclamation.  Since earlier 
in the semester, we discuss traditional 
asphalt concrete, the students immediately 
see that instead of using virgin material 
that needs to be hauled to a job site, these 
in-place recycling treatments have not 
only significant economic benefits but also 
environmental benefits.  Each semester I 
have discussed these three treatments, 
students are baffled as to why they are 
not used more extensively.

Finally, the photo gallery is absolutely 
priceless for showing students pictures of 
existing roads, the construction process, 
and the final product.  Many of the pictures 
show specific features that are hard to 
capture in a YouTube video and highlight 
the benefits of each treatment.

A huge “THANK YOU” to everyone who 
has contributed to these sections, please 
keep the good photos coming, they are 
being used to teach our future engineers!

This is now the third semester I’ve 
been using this semester-long project 
in CVEG 4423. It continuously has been 
popular with the students and they show 
a strong knowledge of pavement preserva-
tion by the end of the course. Several other 
teachers from around the country have 
implemented the project in their course 
as well, building student’s knowledge 
of pavement preservation, maintenance, 
and rehabilitation! 

Braham is associate professor, Department 
of Civil Engineering, University of 
Arkansas. He also is the driving force 
behind our Profiles in Preservation series, 
focusing on individual students studying 
pavement preservation, but in this article 
discusses how he interests students in 
preservation study

Fig. 1: Lane mile years of maintenance, Fall 2020 class

Fig. 2: Rehabilitation (bottom) treatments, Fall 2020 class
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Personifications of the winter 
season, such as Old Man Winter, 
are symbolically attributed to 
the incoming weather, storms 

and bitter chill of winter. For projects 
best suited for warmer seasons such as 
preventive road maintenance, the inevi-
table arrival of the winter season can be 
an especially challenging time. But hot-
applied sealants will help preserve pave-
ments in winter.

Preventive maintenance cracks are 
inevitable, come in all shapes and sizes 
and are at the root of all pavement trou-
bles. From the moment a crack develops, 
water is given free passage to the base of 
the road system. As water seeps into the 

SUPPORTER SHOWCASE

Hot-Applied Sealants 
Fill Void in Winter
BY ADÉ CRAIG

crack, it repeatedly freezes and thaws, 
gradually eroding the asphalt from under-
neath, causing larger cracks and divots 
to form.

CRACK SEALING IS TIMELESS
One of the greatest contributors to pothole 
formation and entire road systems falling 
into disrepair is waiting too long to begin 
maintenance. An important point for gov-
ernment agencies and contractors to keep 
in mind is that you don’t have to postpone 
maintenance tasks for the spring. Rather, 
the pavement preservation season can be 
extended by crack sealing.

While spring and fall are optimum 
times for crack sealing, as crack widths 

are in an average position—not completely 
open and not completely closed—winter 
also is a good time. When most types of 
preventive maintenance and preservation 
techniques are unable to be performed 
due to water composition (emulsion-
based), the availability of supplies or a 
material’s inability to cure—crack sealing 
can still be performed with hot-applied 
crack sealant.

Sealing cracks in a timely manner is 
one of the most effective ways to maintain 
the quality of your pavement. According 
to a recent group study conducted by the 
National Center for Asphalt Technology 
(NCAT), “[C]rack sealing and filling are 
cost-effective treatments that provide life 

With hot-applied sealants, crack maintenance need not halt in cold weather
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extending benefits when applied to pave-
ments in good, fair and poor conditions.”

WINTER CRACK SEALING
Crack sealing can be performed in vir-
tually any ambient air temperature, so 
long as the crack is dry, and warmed to 
40 deg F (4.4 deg C), which is achieved 
with relative ease via a hot air lance.

The hot air lance removes moisture, 
vegetation and clay, and it warms pave-
ment to ensure sealant adhesion. There 
are several states that routinely crack seal 
in the winter such as Montana, New York 
and others.

One advantage of sealing in the winter 
is that cracks are already open and can be 
sealed more easily. In the event crack seal-
ing must be performed in the winter, there 
are a few important tips to keep in mind.
• Clean, dry cracks and proper tem-

perature are imperative for effective 

crack sealing. Sealant manufacturers 
typically recommend pavement temper-
ature exceed 40 deg F. Should pavement 
temperature dip below 40 deg F, it can 
be warmed using a hot air lance.

• A dry road is more important than 
ambient air or pavement tempera-
ture. Crews under the guidance of 
Art Brandow, maintenance supervisor 
for the Albany section of the New York 
State Thruway, usually wait at least a 
day after new snowfall and changing 
temperatures have had an opportunity 
to dry out the pavement before sealing.

 In addition to allowing any water to 
evaporate, it’s important to inspect 
cracks for ice or deicing chemicals 
and materials, as they can negatively 
affect sealant adhesion and should 
be removed.

• When using hot-applied sealant 
in the winter, the Federal Highway 

Administration recommends choos-
ing a softer, more flexible sealant for 
working cracks. As cracks expand or 
contract over time, a flexible sealant 
will be able to adapt with the crack, 
whereas a harder sealant will grow 
brittle and shatter.

• Apply sealants at the upper end of their 
recommended application temperature 
range. All hot-applied sealants have a 
recommended application temperature 
that is determined to be appropriate to 
achieve good adhesion. In cold weather, 
sealant may cool in the application hose 
or applicator and not reach the pave-
ment at the proper temperature. Raising 
the temperature of the material while 
in the melter can aid in compensating 
for this temperature loss.

• Start your crack sealant machine and 
other equipment in the morning before 
heading out. By starting melters and 

In winter in New York State, hot air lance cleans crack and warms it for hot applied sealant to follow
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other sealant applicators in the morn-
ing, the engine is given ample time to 
warm and adapt to the environment. 
In addition, storing the melter indoors 
overnight allows heat to be retained, 
resulting in a faster heating time in 
the morning.

• Lastly, striking off sealant with a 
squeegee helps ensure no sealant 
escapes from the crack. Sealing disks 
attached to the end of the application 
wand can achieve a similar result as 
striking off the sealant. What’s important 
is to keep the sealant narrow and tight 
to the pavement to minimize exposure 
and damage from traffic and snowplows.

TOO COLD TO SEAL?
Too cold to crack seal? Prepare for 
another day.

Harsher winters are a fact of life. In situ-
ations in which it is too cold to crack seal, 
maximize your investment and spend this 
time preparing for a better forecast so you 
can get to work immediately when the 
weather improves.
• Service your equipment per the man-

ufacturer’s maintenance schedule. Heat 
transfer oil should be changed every 
500 hours or once a year, whichever 
comes first. Replace or service items 
such as hydraulic oil, engine oil, filters 
and fluids.

 Service your burner. Similar to your 
home furnace burners needing regular 
service to maintain peak efficiency, your 
equipment will perform more efficiently 
with routine maintenance.

 Clean the inside of your sealant tank. 
The side walls, floor and ceiling should 
be scraped to remove all sealant that 
has built up during the season. Any 
build up will slow heating and recovery 
time, eventually falling back into the 
tank, potentially clogging your pump 
and wand tip.

 Check your pump output to ensure that 
it is delivering the proper gallons per 
minute to make your operation efficient. 
Inspect your application hose and hose 
cover for cracks, holes and dry rot and 
replace if needed. If you have an electric 
hose that needs service, use this snow 
day to send it in for maintenance.

• Provide equipment operation and 
safety training for your crew.

• Pre-order your crack sealing equip-
ment, materials and tools so you have 
everything you need to get a fast start 
when the weather clears.

• Attend industry trade shows and 
association meetings to keep abreast 
of the latest technologies and indus-
try advancements.
An effective pavement preservation 

treatment addresses pavement distresses 
before the onset of serious damage. No 
matter the season, crack sealing is proven 

to be the lowest-cost, highest benefit pres-
ervation treatment, providing life extend-
ing benefits when applied to pavements 
in good, fair and poor conditions.

To learn more about how to make your 
road systems last and to receive a free copy 
of The Need to Preserve Our Roads guide, 
please visit: https://crafco.com/crack-seal-
ing-pavement-preservation/. 

Craig is on the staff at Crafco Inc. All 
images credit to Crafco Inc.

Preservation for the

H A U L

www.ThinlayAsphalt.com

Starting at ⅝ of an inch, Thinlays are the pavement preservation 
treatment designed to extend service life while improving performance, 
friction, and drivability. These thin asphalt overlays provide long-
lasting smoothness and can be used to increase structural capacity, 
providing greater value for your pavement preservation dollar.

ENHANCED 
STRUCTURAL 

CAPACITY

LOWER 
LIFE-CYCLE 

COSTS

SMOOTHER
RIDE

LONGER 
LASTING
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vancebrothers.com

MICRO SURFACING ✦ SLURRY SEAL ✦ CHIP SEAL ✦ FOG SEALING ✦ CRACK SEALING

Specializing in work for Cities, Counties and State DOT’s

All Emulsified Asphalt based treatments installed for the 
preservation research at NCAT/MNROADS were completed  

by Vance Brothers, Inc. crews.
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Learn more about the benefits of ReGenX at blacklidge.com/regenx
or call us today at 1-800-866-3878.

High Performance Surface Regeneration
ReGenX®

Without ReGenX

With ReGenX

ReGenX reverses the effects of oxidation and 
extends the life of roads. Based on testing validated 
by NCAT and ATC, surface treated with ReGenX was 
less susceptible to pavement distress vs control.

Treated Surface
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info@asphalt-materials.com
Office: 317-872-6010

CONTACT US :

TRUSTED ASPHALT PARTNERS
INNOVATIVE  SOLUTIONS  FOR ALL OF  YOUR  ASPHALT  NEEDS.

WWW.ASPHALT-MATERIALS.COM

1021786_Asphalt.indd   1 09/10/20   6:38 PM

1200 E. Main, Towanda, KS 67144
Ph: 316.536.2262  •  Fax: 316.536.2789

bhansen@dustrol.com
www.dustrol.com

SERVICES AVAILABLE:

> Surface Recycling
> Milled Rumble Strips
> Cold Milling

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Towanda, KS
316.536.2262

Roanoke, TX
817.430.3958

El Paso, TX
915.849.8773

Pueblo, CO
719.583.0905

Lincoln, NE
402.466.1184
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E. D. Etnyre & Co. 
www.etnyre.com 

800-995-2116 
email: sales@etnyre.com 

Asphalt Distributors

ChipSpreaders

Heavy Duty Trailers

Live Bottom Trailers

Asphalt Transports
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MADE FOR HIGHWAY MILLING

Dedicated to Your SuccessSM

1.800.272.7100© 2020  ROADTEC. INC.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 1.423.265.0600 

A NEW KIND OF 
POWER TOOL

Roadtec mills combine power with durable construction 
and flexibility. The 1050 horsepower RX-900 offers 
superior material evacuation, ACE™ Automated Control 
of Elevation, and Auto Cut™ entry making it your best 
choice for milling. 

See the full range of products at roadtec.com 
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With our broad array of crack sealant products 
we are committed to providing you with the 
knowledge, quality and performance you deserve.

mcasphalt.com

JOINT 
& CRACK 

SEALANTS

ASPHALT 
WATERPROOFING 

MEMBRANES

ASPHALT 
MASTIC CRACK 
REPAIR SYSTEM

H O T  A P P L I E D

ISO 9001/14001/45001

MACSEALMACSEAL
P A V E M E N T  S E A L A N T S
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